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Abstract—A direct current (DC) bias is required in DC-
biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (DCO-
OFDM) to enable visible light communication (VLC). However,
the addition of the DC-bias leads to electrical and optical
power inefficiency. An experimental demonstration of an energy
efficient superposition modulation technique is presented based
on augmented spectral efficiency discrete multitone (ASE-DMT)
transmission. Significant energy savings of up to 14.27 dB are
achieved in comparison with DCO-OFDM at low DC bias. The
results highlight the potential of ASE-DMT in spectrum and
energy efficient light fidelity (LiFi) systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The limited availability of radio frequency (RF) spectrum

is becoming an ever more important challenge as the de-

mand for wireless broadband access increases [1]. Visible

light communication (VLC) offers a low-cost solution to the

looming spectrum crunch due to the availability of inexpensive

front-end devices. The ubiquitous availability of light sources

enables the opportunity of creating a dense network of access

points. VLC is also a unique option in scenarios where

the RF propagation is considered to be hazardous, such as

hospital theaters and petrochemical plants. Data rates in the

excess of 100 Gb/s are predicted to be achievable when the

complete visible spectrum is utilized [2]. Light fidelity (LiFi)

is the high speed bidirectional light-based networking solution

that is proposed to work seamlessly with other RF access

technologies [3], [4]. LiFi can support multiuser access and

handover between light-based access points.

Incoherent optical sources are widely used in LiFi trans-

mitters due to their low cost and simple system design. The

adoption of these transmitters limit the signaling to intensity

modulation and direct detection (IM/DD). Orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a proven candidate

for both wired and wireless IM/DD-based systems due to its

resilience to the frequency selective fading [3]. However, the

power penalty of direct current (DC) biased optical OFDM

(DCO-OFDM) increases at high spectral efficiency values due

to the DC bias requirements [5]. Pulse-amplitude modula-

tion discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT) is introduced

to provide an energy efficient optical OFDM alternative to

DCO-OFDM [6]. However, its energy efficiency degrades at

high modulation orders due to the restrictions imposed on

the frame structures [7]. PAM-DMT uses pulse-amplitude

modulation (PAM) on the imaginary part of the subcarriers.

Therefore, the bit error ratio (BER) performance of MPAM is

equivalent to the performance of M2
DCO-quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM). The BER performance gain of PAM-DMT

degrades as the constellation size of MPAM increases in

comparison with DCO-OFDM at the same spectral efficiency.

The energy efficiency is a desired feature in communica-

tion systems. It is essentially required at the mobile user-

end to reduce the power consumption. Dimming is recently

becoming an indispensable feature for general lighting sys-

tems. Moreover, the dimming support of the cabin illumina-

tion system is a compulsory feature for airplanes. Low DC

bias is required to enable the dimming of the light source.

DCO-OFDM is not the best suited to support dimming due

to the required DC bias. A novel computational and energy

efficient superposition modulation technique is proposed in

our previous work [7]. The selective loading algorithm in

augmented spectral efficiency discrete multitone (ASE-DMT)

allows multiple streams of PAM-DMT to be superimposed

without affecting the demodulation of each individual stream.

ASE-DMT avoids spectral efficiency losses of PAM-DMT

and provides energy efficiency gains over DCO-OFDM and

PAM-DMT. A successful demonstration of 4-PAM ASE-DMT

using a novel single inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)

transmitter was achieved recently at a data rate of 18.4 Gb/s

over a 10 km single mode fiber [8].

An experimental study on the performance of ASE-DMT

is presented in this paper at unprecedented high spectral effi-

ciency values up to 32-PAM. The performance of ASE-DMT

is compared with DCO-OFDM and PAM-DMT using a blue

light emitting diode (LED) (Vishay VLMB1500) and an

infra-red (IR) vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)

(OPV300). Blue LEDs are widely used in light sources for

general illumination purposes. Therefore, the choice of the

blue LED is particularly interesting to demonstrate the perfor-

mance of ASE-DMT for the dimming applications in VLC.

Whereas, the IR VCSEL is suitable for the up-link of LiFi

systems.

The implementation of DCO-OFDM in this paper is similar

to the demonstration presented in [9], while the implementa-

tions of PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT are presented in Section II.

The experimental setup is detailed in Section III. The results

are discussed in Section IV and the conclusions are summa-

rized in Section V.

II. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF ASE-DMT

The waveform in ASE-DMT is generated by the selec-

tive loading of imaginary and real components of the sub-



carriers using MATLAB R©. A pseudo-random series of bits

is encoded into PAM symbols. The ASE-DMT stream at

the first modulation depth d = 1 is exactly equivalent to

a PAM-DMT stream [6]. Therefore, the implementation of

ASE-DMT with one modulation depth D = 1 is identical to

a PAM-DMT implementation. The modulated PAM symbols

are loaded on the imaginary component of the subcarriers at

the first modulation depth of an ASE-DMT modulator while

the real component are kept unused X1[k] = jBPAM
1 [k],

where BPAM
1 [k] is the PAM symbol at the k-th subcarrier

of depth d = 1. At depth d = 2, the odd subcarriers are

loaded with real valued PAM symbols X2[k] = APAM
2 [k],

while all of the other subcarriers are kept unused. Therefore,

the distortion caused by the clipping at zero level would

only affect the real domain even subcarriers as shown in [7].

Subsequent streams can be generated at depth d, where the

subcarriers will be loaded with real valued PAM symbols on

the subcarriers Xd[k
′] = APAM

d [k′], where k′ = 2d−2(2k+1)
and k = 0, 1, · · · , NFFT/2

d − 1. It was shown in [7] that the

zero-level clipping is distortion-less to the information content

at Xd[2
d−2(2k + 1)], and that all of the distortion will affect

the subcarriers at Xd[2
d−1k].

The distortion of the previous depths is estimated and

canceled from the higher modulation depths in the successive

clipping distortion cancellation process at the receiver. The

modulated symbols of depth d = 1 is first obtained by

considering the imaginary-valued components and by ignoring

the real-valued components of the subcarriers. The demodu-

lated symbols of depth d = 1 are then subtracted from the

ASE-DMT received waveform. This would result in removing

the imaginary component of the demodulated symbols and also

removing the real domain distortion caused by the zero-level

clipping of the depth d = 1 waveform. Subsequent depths

can be demodulated by selecting the appropriate frequency

subcarrier indexes at each depth. Further details on the mod-

ulation concept and the theoretical analysis of ASE-DMT can

be found in [7].

The spectral efficiency at a modulation depth d is given as

follows:

ηASE(d) =
log2(MPAM)NFFT,d

2d(NFFT +NCP)
bits/s/Hz, (1)

where NFFT,d = NFFT − 2 for d = 1 and NFFT,d = NFFT

for d > 1; MPAM is the constellation size of PAM-DMT and

ASE-DMT, NFFT is the length of the OFDM frame and NCP

is the length of the cyclic prefix.

The performance of MPAM in PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT is

compared with the performance of M2-QAM in DCO-OFDM.

The spectral efficiency of ASE-DMT approaches twice the

spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM as the total number of

depths increases. However, the energy efficiency comparison

of both modulation techniques should be considered at an

equivalent spectral efficiency. Therefore, the superimposed

waveforms in ASE-DMT use smaller constellation sizes,

MPAM =
√
MDCO, which can lead to an overall spectral

efficiency that is equivalent to DCO-OFDM. The spectral

efficiency of the first depth in ASE-DMT is equivalent to

the spectral efficiency of a PAM-DMT modulation ηPAM =

ηASE(1). The spectral efficiency of ASE-DMT can then be

calculated as follows:

ηASE,T(D) =

D∑

d=1

ηASE(d) bits/s/Hz. (2)

The spectral efficiency of DCO-OFDM is given by (1)

when substituting d = 1 and MDCO = M2
PAM. The per-

formance of ASE-DMT is investigated in this paper for up

to D = 5 modulation depths. The spectral efficiency of

ASE-DMT increases as the total number of modulation depths

D increases as shown in Fig. 1. For example, the spectral

efficiency of ASE-DMT is 87.5% of the spectral efficiency of

DCO-OFDM when D = 3. Therefore, an excess bandwidth

is allocated for PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT techniques to

allow the performance comparison with DCO-OFDM to be

performed at the same data rate. The relative excess bandwidth

as a function of the total number of modulation depths is

shown in Fig. 1. ASE-DMT can additionally be realized by

employing arbitrary constellation sizes to close any remaining

spectral efficiency gap with a maximum of three modulation

depths [7]. This solution is particularly useful for the cases

where the excess bandwidth is not practically available due

to the frequency profile constraints of the considered VLC

system. However, the excess bandwidth required for D > 3 is

marginal as shown in Fig. 1.

The modulated signals of DCO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and

ASE-DMT are clipped to fit within the dynamic range of

the used digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and the considered

transmitter device. The clipping results in a limited distortion

that is controlled by the upper and lower clipping points [10].

The DCO-OFDM modulation signal is clipped to both an

upper and a lower clipping points given at ±3.2σx, where

σx is the standard deviation of the modulation signal. These

values were experimentally found to achieve the best BER per-

formance after exhaustive experiments. The PAM-DMT and

ASE-DMT modulation signals are both unipolar. Therefore,

the lower clipping is set to zero and the upper clipping is set

to 6.4σx to allow for a fair comparison at an equivalent quan-

tization noise with DCO-OFDM. The OFDM frame length is

set to NFFT = 1024 and the cyclic prefix length is set to

NCP = 5 for all the considered modulation techniques. These

values were also selected based on the BER performance after

extensive experiments.

An estimation of the channel and the achievable signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) over the utilized bandwidth is obtained using

a conventional mean estimator [9]. A zero-forcing equalizer is

used to maintain a relatively constant SNR over all of the

considered subcarriers.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The digital modulation signals are generated in MATLAB R©

and converted into analogue signals using the arbitrary wave-

form generator (AWG) (Agilent 81180A) with a VPP = 2 V

for the blue LED and a VPP = 125 mV for the IR VCSEL. The

current-voltage (I-V) and luminance-voltage (L-V) character-

istic functions for both the blue LED and the IR VCSEL are

shown in Fig. 2(a & b), respectively. The L-V characteristic

function of the blue LED in Fig. 2(a) is shown to exhibit
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Fig. 1. The excess bandwidth required in ASE-DMT relative to DCO-OFDM
as a function of the total number of modulation depths D.
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Fig. 2. (a) current-voltage and luminescence-voltage characteristics for: (a)
the blue LED and (b) IR VCSEL.

higher nonlinearity in comparison with the L-V characteristic

function of the IR VCSEL in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, the sensi-

tivity of ASE-DMT to the nonlinearity of the optical source

can be investigated by comparing the results of the blue LED

and the IR VCSEL.

The ASE-DMT modulation signal is inherently unipolar.

However, it is mapped to a bipolar signal at the DAC as

the AWG is unable to generate unipolar outputs without a

degradation of the resolution of the DAC . The AWG generates

bipolar outputs with a DAC range between −VPP/2 and

VPP/2. The DC bias is added to the modulation signals

using a bias-tee (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW+). The DC bias

DC 

bias

1- Blue LED 

Vishay VLMB1500

2- Infra-red VCSEL

OPV300

Optical lenses

  Thorlabs  ACL 4532

Bias Tee

ZFBT-4R2GW+

Agilent 81180A

PIN-PD

New Focus 1601-AC MSO 7104B
 

60 cm      LPF

SLP-50+

 

Fig. 3. The schematic setup of the experiment showing the optical system,
AWG, oscilloscope, electrical filter and Bias-tee.

is required for the unipolar ASE-DMT signal due to the

bipolarity of the AWG and the turn-on voltage of the used

light source.

An optical system of two identical aspheric lenses (Thorlabs

ACL 4532) is used at the photoreceiver and the transmitter

ends as shown in Fig. 3. The communications link distance is

60 cm and the photoreceiver is a high speed positive-intrinsic-

negative photodiodes (PIN-PD) (New Focus 1601-AC). An

electrical low pass filter (SLP-50+) is used at the receiver

with a pass-band between DC and 48 MHz to block any

high RF interference. The received signal is captured at the

oscilloscope (Agilent MSO7104B) and processed afterwards

using MATLAB R©.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of ASE-DMT is measured for a total

number of depths D = {1, 3} when using the IR VCSEL and

for 1 ≤ D ≤ 5 when using the blue LED. Note that D refers

to the total number of modulation depths of the ASE-DMT

waveform whereas d refers to the index of the superimposed

stream at the modulation depth d, given that 1 ≤ d ≤ D.

The BER and average SNR are measured for DCO-OFDM,

PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT against the DC bias voltage VDC,

average electrical power P avg
elec and average optical power

P avg
opt . The voltage signal applied to the considered transmitter

device by the AWG is captured by the oscilloscope during

the transmission period. The corresponding I-V curve is used

to estimate the corresponding current values. These allow

for the average electrical power to be estimated for each

of the used modulation signals using both the blue LED

and the IR VCSEL. The average optical power is measured

using the spectral irradiance head (Labsphere E1000) and the

monochromatic optical power meter (Thorlabs S121C).

The BER performance for each of the superimposed streams

of a 4-PAM ASE-DMT modulation with D = 5 is presented

as a function of the average electrical power of the blue

LED in Fig. 4. The average BER is calculated based on

the relative spectral efficiency contribution of each of the

modulation depths. The BER performance is shown to degrade

as the modulation depth order d increases. However, the BER

performance for all of the modulation depths converges to a

similar BER value as the average electrical power increases. At

high electrical average power, the error propagation becomes

insignificant to affect the BER performance at the higher
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Fig. 4. The BER as a function of the average electrical power P
avg
elec

for each
of the five superimposed modulation depths of a 4-PAM ASE-DMT waveform
with D = 5. This is obtained for the blue LED.

modulation depth orders. This is due to the decrease in the

number of wrongly decoded bits at the lower modulation

depth orders. The average BER performance is shown to

be heavily affected by the BER performance of the lower

order modulation depths due to their higher spectral efficiency

contribution. The number of transmitted PAM symbols at high

modulation depth orders is small due to the selective loading

algorithm as well as the limited memory size of the AWG.

This reduces the statistical significance of the results at low

BER values. In addition, this explains the small deviation of

the BER values below 1× 10−3.

The average SNR values are measured against VDC in Fig. 5

for DCO-OFDM, PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT. The average

SNR of ASE-DMT is presented for D = 3. It is shown

that PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT achieve higher SNR levels

at low DC bias levels. The SNR gain in comparison with

DCO-OFDM increases as the DC bias increases to reach a

peak of 17.33 dB for PAM-DMT and 14.27 dB for ASE-DMT

at VDC = 1.8 V. The SNR gain of PAM-DMT is higher in com-

parison with ASE-DMT. However, this comes at the price of

using 85.71% extra excess bandwidth as shown in Fig. 1. The

SNR gain of ASE-DMT drops due to the clipping distortion

and diminishes at 1.9 V. The SNR degradation at high DC bias

values of PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT is in agreement with the

SNR degradation of DCO-OFDM due to clipping distortion.

However, the SNR degradation of PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT

is shown to be higher due to their unipolar distributions.

In comparison with DCO-OFDM, a larger number of signal

samples in PAM-DMT and ASE-DMT are subject to distortion

by the upper saturation point of the IR VCSEL.

The minimum required optical power levels to achieve a

BER at the forward error correction (FEC) threshold (3.8 ×
10−3) are presented in Fig. 6(a & b) as a function of the

spectral efficiency when using the blue LED and the IR

VCSEL, respectively. The results of ASE-DMT are presented

for 1 ≤ D ≤ 5 when using the blue LED and for D = 1
and D = 3 when using the IR VCSEL. The results for the IR

VCSEL are presented for two representative cases to allow for

a comparison with the trends obtained using the blue LED.
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Fig. 5. The average SNR versus bias voltage VDC for DCO-OFDM, PAM-
DMT and ASE-DMT when D = 3.
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avg,min
opt required at a BER

equals to the FEC threshold 3.8×10
−3 versus the spectral efficiency of DCO-

OFDM and ASE-DMT with a total number of depths D = 1 and D = 3

using (a) the blue LED and (b) the IR VCSEL.

The comparison in Fig. 5 is performed at the same data rate.

Therefore, a considerable excess bandwidth equal to the whole

utilized bandwidth in DCO-OFDM is required for PAM-DMT.

The results in Fig. 6(a & b) are presented at a normalized

bandwidth to allow for a fair comparison between PAM-DMT

and the different values of D in ASE-DMT.

The required optical average power P avg,min
opt is shown in

Fig. 6(a) for the blue LED. The improvement in the optical

average power of ASE-DMT with D = 4 at η = 1 bits/s/Hz

approaches 1 dB when compared with DCO-OFDM. However,

the optical power savings increases as the spectral efficiency

increases. The reduction in the required optical power reaches

1.5 dB at η = 2 bits/s/Hz and 1.45 dB at η = 2.5 bits/s/Hz

when D = 4. The improvements in the optical power
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requirements are higher for the case of the IR VCSEL as

shown in Fig. 6(b). The optical power gain is estimated at

3.63 dB for ASE-DMT when D = 3. This is mainly due

to the improved linearity of the L-V characteristic of the IR

VCSEL. The differences in the optical power requirements for

the same modulation technique between the blue LED and the

IR VCSEL are also attributed to the higher responsivity of the

photoreceiver at the IR band. This allows the optical power

levels of the IR VCSEL shown in Fig. 6(b) to be lower than

the optical power levels of the blue LED shown in Fig. 6(a).

ASE-DMT needs less optical power than DCO-OFDM to

operate at the same data rate and the same BER. Therefore,

ASE-DMT can support longer distance VLC links with more

relaxed alignment/orientation constraints at the receiver.

The demodulated constellation diagram for 4-PAM

ASE-DMT is presented in Fig. 7. The constellation points

for each of the modulation depths are obtained using the

iterative demodulation process as explained in Section II.

The constellation diagram is obtained at a bias voltage

VDC = 1.85 V for the IR VCSEL. The demodulated symbols

are shown in the constellation diagrams with a total number

of modulation depths D = 3. The constellation points are

given for the superimposed modulation depths d = {1, 2, 3}.

The histogram shows the distribution of the constellation

points against the number of demodulated symbols. The

information bits are conveyed in the imaginary component of

the symbols at the first modulation depth when d = 1. The

rest of the superimposed modulation depths are conveyed

in the real component of the symbols. The bias levels

represent the optimal bias point for ASE-DMT with the used

transmitter devices. This explains the good representation

of the constellation points which allows for ASE-DMT

performance to reach the BER floor.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed ASE-DMT is demonstrated as a promising

choice for energy efficient LiFi systems. The SNR perfor-

mance gain of ASE-DMT at low DC bias results in reduced

electrical and optical power requirements in comparison with

DCO-OFDM and PAM-DMT. ASE-DMT is a promising

choice for any IM/DD system where a reduction of energy

consumption is required. An example of a potential application

is the IR-based uplink of a LiFi system where ASE-DMT is

shown to be a favorable solution for long distance IM/DD

systems. ASE-DMT is also a better choice than DCO-OFDM

at low DC bias where dimming of the light source is required.

The degradation of ASE-DMT at high optical power re-

stricts the capability of the system to satisfy high illumination

requirements. In addition, the inability to drive the transmitter

device at a high DC bias results in a reduced 3-dB bandwidth

of the considered transmitter. Therefore, it can be concluded

that ASE-DMT is a less favorable choice when compared

with DCO-OFDM at high DC bias points where the energy

efficiency of the system is not the main concern. A possible

solution for using ASE-DMT at high DC bias levels could be

the inversion of the polarity of the ASE-DMT waveform. The

details of this investigation will be the subject of our future

research.
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